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Answer Key

Instructions: For questions 1-11 read the questions below to the student exactly as they  
are written. Make sure the student is looking at the correct stimulus page. Point to the row of  
correct pictures when saying the question.

PATTERNS
Say (for each question): Look at the pattern in this row. What is missing?

1.   (C)
2.   (E)
3.   (D)

 
FIGURAL ANALOGIES
Say (for each question): Look at the pictures in the boxes. Which picture below belongs in 
the empty space?

4.   (E)
5.   (E) 

WHAT DOESN’T BELONG?
Say (for each question): Look at the (top/next/bottom) row of pictures. Point to the picture 
that is different from the other pictures.

6.   (C)
7.   (B)
8.   (C) 

WHAT GOES TOGETHER?
Say (for each question): Look at this row of pictures. Which picture below belongs
with this row of pictures?

9.   (C)
10.   (A)
11.   (A) 
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Instructions: For questions 12 - 22, have your student use the pictures on their page to 
answer the following verbal prompts.
 
GEOMETRY

12.   Place your finger on the top row of the page, the one with the egg. One of the pictures  
  in the row is the same shape as the egg. Point to the object whose shape is the same  
  as the egg. (B)

13.   Look at the next row on the page, the one with the flag. Two of the pictures in the  
  row are the same shape as the flag. One of them is different. Point to the object  
  whose shape is different from the flag. (A)

14.   Move down to the following row, the one with the moon. One of the pictures in the  
  row is the same shape as the moon. Point to the object whose shape is the same  
  as the moon. (B)

 
AURAL REASONING

15.   Anthony checks the weather forecast before going outside. It is very cold and windy.  
  The weather man predicted that it was going to snow. Which article of clothing should  
  Anthony wear? (B)

16.   Mike is going outside to see his friend, Pedro. Pedro is a large, friendly, four legged  
  animal.There are many times when Mike will put a saddle on Pedro and ride on his  
  back around the yard. Point to the picture of Pedro. (D)

17.   Cassandra and her friends are hungry and in the mood to eat something filling.  
  They ask Cassandra’s mother to make something sweet. It also has to be something  
  that they can cut into even pieces between Cassandra and her friends. Point to the  
  picture of what Cassandra’s mother should make. (C)

 
CHANGING SOUNDS

18.   Place your finger on the first row at the top of the page. Now we will change the  
  beginning sounds in some words. The first picture shows a king. King begins with  
  the letter k. Take away the k and put an r in its place. Point to the picture that shows  
  the new word. (A)
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19.   Slide your finger down to the next row. The first picture shows run. Run begins  
  with the letter r. Take away the r and put the letter s in its place. Point to the picture  
  that shows the new word. (C)

20.   Point to the following row. The first picture shows hair. Hair begins with the letter h.  
  Take away the h and put the letters c-h in its place. Point to the picture that shows  
  the new word. (B) 

QUANTITIES

21.   Melinda has seven hammers. Carlo has fewer hammers than Melinda. Point to the  
  picture that shows the number of hammers Carlo has. (D)

22.   Jillisa has five flowers as seen at the beginning of the row. Kevin has the exact  
  same number of flowers as Jillisa. Point to the picture that shows the number of  
  flowers Kevin has. (C) 

Instructions: For questions 23-24, read the prompts aloud and have your student  
verbally respond. 

MIXED COMPUTATION

23.   Sasha has 4 goldfish in her fish tank. Her dad bought her 3 more fish as a surprise!  
  How many fish does Sasha have in all? (Answer: 7)

24.   Ryan has 5 toys. If he shares 2 toys with his little sister, how many toys does Ryan  
  have left? (Answer: 3)


